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Zero-resource scenario:
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An adjective close to a noun depends on this noun.
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True in...
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↓
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A step towards scaling to the 7,000 languages in the world
↪→ zero-resource dependency transfer

Many transfer errors are easy to avoid
↪→ regular divergences between source and target
↪→ word order issues

Our approach: leveraging previous works in linguistics (WALS)
↪→ +3 UAS on average
↪→ very efficient on some error types: up to +90 UAS

A fine-grained analysis across various language pairs
↪→ 6,000+ experiments
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Outline

1. Transition-based dependency parsing

2. Impact of word order on transfer

3. Leveraging WALS

4. Leveraging raw data

5. Wrap-up
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Transition-based dependency
parsing



Parsing with the ArcEager system

⊥ | They ate okonomiyaki at Ōsaka
stack buffer

s1 s0 n0 n1

They ate okonomiyaki at Ōsaka

ROOT

Classifier

s1 = ate
s0 = Ōsaka
n0 = ate
n1 = okonomiyaki
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Impact of word order on transfer



Towards language-independent data representations

• Words: delexicalized, common tagset
! UPOS [Petrov et al., 2012]

• Dependencies: common guidelines
! Universal Dependencies [Nivre et al., 2016]

• ... other regular divergences?
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Impact of word order

At data level:

Det Adj Noun
a big apple

ROOT

Det Noun Adj
la question suivante

ROOT

At model level:

different features + different decisions

(s0 = Adj ∧ n0 = Noun) ⇒ Left (s0 = Noun ∧ n0 = Adj) ⇒ Right

On accuracy:

no knowledge sharing + transfer errors

Noun
↓
Adj

Adj↶Noun Noun↷Adj

91.1 93.2

55

English→ English

Noun
↓
Adj

Adj↶Noun Noun↷Adj

50.8

96.8

34.5

English→ French
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Leveraging WALS



Reshaping training instances

Our proposal:
preprocess source data, to match target regularities

English French

model

delex

English French typology French

model

delex

↪→ same dependency annotations
↪→ same training process

9



Reshaping training instances... a few examples

English – training data French – desired output

Baseline Our proposal

Det Adj Noun
a big apple

ROOT

⇒ Det Noun Adj
a apple big

ROOT

Det Noun Adj
la question suivante

ROOT

Det Adj Noun
the whole world

ROOT

⇒ Det Noun Adj
the world whole

ROOT

Det Noun Adj
la flotte romaine

ROOT

Det Noun Noun
an investment firm

ROOT

⇒ Det Noun Noun
an firm investment

ROOT

Det Noun Adp Noun
la plate-forme de distribution

ROOT
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The World Atlas of Language Structures

WALS: a database of typological features for 2,679 languages
[ http://wals.info ]

↪→ Over 1,000 languages with word order features

11
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Using WALS

Heuristic rule extraction for switching and deleting tokens

87A

[English] Adjective-Noun[French] Noun-Adjective

=⇒ [English→French] switch (most?) Adj-Noun into Noun-Adj

! easily extensible rule templates
↪→ switch tokens, but also delete, insert, replace...

! accepts free order
! mostly conservative for related languages

! readily available for 1,000 languages
! most work already done by linguists
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Experimental results on UD 1.3

English→ French

en
→en

en
→fr

en+WALS
→fr

93.2 96.8 96.8

Adj↶Noun

en
→en

en
→fr

en+WALS
→fr

55

34.5

90.4

Noun↷Adj

en
→en

en
→fr

en+WALS
→fr

40

60

80

100

79

68.6 71.3

Overall score: +2.7 UAS

Hebrew→ Bulgarian

he
→he

he
→bg

he+WALS
→bg

0

0.7

95.1

Adj↶Noun

he
→he

he
→bg

he+WALS
→bg

40

60

80

100

79.8

50.6

68

Overall score: +17.4 UAS
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Experimental results on UD 1.3... over 40 languages

↪→ 6,000+ experiments

Delex WALS
0

20

40

60

80

49.2 52.1

Average improvement:
+2.9 UAS

+0.1 on best sources
+4.2 on worst sources

! Very efficient on nearly deterministic reorderings
! Specific error correction: many pairs (21%) have a very

large (50+) improvement on at least one frequent tag pair
! Rarely detrimental
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Leveraging raw data



Extract target regularities from raw data

Contrastive experiment:
knowledge-driven method⇐⇒ data-driven method

↪→ use a target language model to reorder the PoS sequence

Procedure:

• train a PoSLM on delexicalized raw target data
• generate local reordering lattices for source data
• score them with the PoSLM
• keep the best projective reordering

15



Comparative results

Delex WALS PoSLM
40

60

80

100

68.6 71.3 70.5

English→ French

Delex WALS PoSLM
40

60

80

100

50.6

68 65.1

Hebrew→ Bulgarian

Delex WALS PoSLM
40

60

80

100

56.5 56.3 58

English→ Czech

Delex WALS PoSLM
0

20

40

60

80

49.2 52.1 51.5

Average improvement: +2.3 UAS
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Language family analysis

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70
67.1 67.2 65.6

fro
m
Ro
m
an
ce

to Romance

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

60.4 61.7 60.4

to Germanic

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

54.1 52.9 52.1

to Semitic

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

61.2
65.8 63.5

fro
m
Ge
rm
an
ic

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

65.9 65.8 63.1

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

41.2

49.8 48.2

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

54.1 54.1 54.2

fro
m
Se
m
iti
c

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

40.6

51.1
48.2

Delex WALS PoSLM
30

40

50

60

70

55.4 54.8 55.6
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PoSLM approach: pros and cons

% can only reorder tokens
% does not acknowledge free order
! captures more diverse reordering patterns

% not really zero-resource
! in theory applicable to any language
% much more involved method

% too hard constraints for closely related sources
% sometimes out of control
! combine with known typology?

18



Wrap-up



• Zero-resource scenario: target 1,000 languages,
delexicalized cross-lingual transfer

• Despite common guidelines, regular divergences still
affect representations, at model level
⇒ poor knowledge sharing, transfer errors

• We reshape training examples, using target word order
⇒ large improvements on specific errors

• Two setups: the naive knowledge-rich approach
outperforms the involved data-driven method

19
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Pron Verb Aux Noun Det Punct
you have Do question any ?

ROOT
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Appendix: more examples



English

Det Noun Part Noun
the mayor ’s sister

ROOT

(s0 = Noun ∧ n0 = Noun) ⇒ Left

−→ French

Det Noun Adp Noun
la voiture du voisin

ROOT

(s0 = Noun ∧ n0 = Noun) ⇒ Right



English

Pron Verb Pron Adp Propn
I gave it to Mary

ROOT

−→ Japanese

Propn Adp Propn Adp Verb
LIMSI も 日本 に 来た

ROOT



English

Det Noun Verb Det Noun Pron Verb
This draft reflects the changes we discussed

ROOT

−→ Czech

Adp Adj Noun Verb Noun
K nabízeným cenám poskytuje slevy

ROOT



Limits of feature engineering

Adj Noun Adj Adp Propn
Delicious dishes typical of Spain

ROOT

Adj Adj Noun Adp Propn
Best Chinese restaurant in Paris

ROOT

Full abstraction from word order is not desirable
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